We provide a machinery for transferring some properties of metrizable ANR-spaces to metrizable LC n -spaces. As a result, we show that for completely metrizable spaces the properties ALC n , LC n and WLC n coincide to each other. We also provide the following spectral characterizations of ALC n and celllike compacta: A compactum X is ALC n if and only if X is the limit space of a σ-complete inverse system S = {Xα , p β α , α < β < τ} consisting of compact metrizable LC n -spaces Xα such that all bonding projections p β α , as a well all limit projections pα, are UV n -maps.
Introduction
Following [7] , we say that a space M is weakly locally n-connected (brie y into V being null-homotopic in U. One can show that if M is metrizable (resp., compact), then M is WLC n in a given space Y, where Y is a metrizable (resp., compact) ANR, if and only if M is WLC n in any metrizable (resp., compact) ANR containing M as a closed set. The same is true for the property ALC n . So, the de nitions of WLC n and ALC n don't depend on the ANR-space containing M, and we say that M is WLC n (resp., ALC n ).
In another words, both WLC n and ALC n are in general relative properties but they are absolute properties of a metrizable space with respect to inclusions into "good" spaces. Dranishnikov [7] proved that both properties WLC n and LC n are equivalent in the class of metrizable compacta. Using some results of Gutev [10] and Dugundji-Michael [9] , we show in Theorem 2.6 that all properties WLC n , LC n and ALC n coincide for completely metrizable spaces. The proof of Theorem 2.6 is based on the technique, developed in Section 2, for transferring properties of metrizable ANR's to LC n -subspaces (in this way well known properties of metrizable LC n -spaces can be obtained from the corresponding properties of metrizable ANR's, see for example Proposition 2.2). Section 2 contains also a characterization of metrizable LC n -spaces whose analogue for ANR's was established by Nhu [12] .
It is well known that the class of metrizable LC n -spaces are exactly absolute neighborhood extensors for (n + )-dimensional paracompact spaces, and this is not valid for non-metrizable spaces. Outside the class of metrizable spaces we have the following characterization of ALC n compacta (Theorem 3.1): A compactum X is ALC n if and only if X is the limit space of a σ-complete inverse system S = {Xα , p β α , α < β < τ} consisting of compact metrizable LC n -spaces Xα such that all bonding projections p β α , as a well all limit projections pα, are UV n -maps. A similar spectral characterization is obtained for cell-like or UV n compacta, see Theorem 3.3.
Both Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 provide di erent classes of compacta C and corresponding classes of maps M adequate with C in the following sense (see Shchepin [18] ):
• A compactum X belongs to C if and only if X is the limit space of a σ-complete inverse system S = {Xα , p β α , α < β < τ} consisting of compact metrizable Xα ∈ C with all bonding projections p β α being from M.
For example, according to Theorem 3.1, the class of ALC n compacta is adequate with the class of UV n -maps.
Recall that a closed subset
is contractible in every neighborhood of A in X). A space X is said to be UV n (resp., cell-like) provided it is UV n (resp., cell-like) in some ANR-space containing X as a closed set. It is well known that for metrizable or compact X this de nition does not depend on the ANR-spaces containing X as a closed set, see for example [17] . A map f : X → Y between compact spaces is called UV n (resp., cell-like) if all bres of f are UV n (resp., cell-like). Theorem 3.1 yields that any compact LC n -space is ALC n . It is interesting to nd an example of an ALC ncompactum which is not LC n (obviously, such a compactum should be non-metrizable).
Metrizable ALC n -spaces
We are going to establish some properties of metrizable LC n -spaces using the corresponding properties of metrizable ANR-spaces. Recall that a map f : X → Y is n-invertible if for every Tychono space Z with dim Z ≤ n and any map g :
The next theorem follows from a stronger result due to Pasynkov [15, Theorem 6] , and its proof is based on Dranishnikov results [6, Theorem 1] and [7, Theorem 1.2] (such a result concerning the extension dimension with respect to quasi-nite complexes was established in [14, Proposition 2.7] ). We provide here a simple proof based on factorization theorems.
Theorem 2.1. Every Tychono space M is the image of a Tychono space X with dim X ≤ n under a perfect n-invertible map. In case M is metrizable, X can be supposed to be also a metrizable space with w(X) = w(M).
Proof. Let M be a Tychono space of weight τ. Consider all couples (Zα, fα), where Zα is a Tychono space of weight w(Zα) ≤ w(βM), dim Zα ≤ n and fα is a map from Zα into M (here βM is the Čech-Stone compacti cation of M). Denote by Z the disjoint sum of all spaces Zα. Obviously, there is a natural map f : Z → M such that f |Zα = fα for all α. Let f : βZ → βM be the extension of f . Then, by the Mardešić's factorization theorem [11] , there exists a compactum X of weight w( X) ≤ w(βM) with dim X ≤ dim βZ = n and maps h : βZ → X, g : X → βM such that g • h = f . Let X = g − (M) and g = g|X. According to Corollary 6 and Main Theorem from [15] , dim X ≤ n. To show that g is n-invertible, suppose f : Z → M is a map with dim Z ≤ n. Applying again the Mardešić's factorization theorem for the map f : βZ → βM, we obtain a compactum K and maps
is a space of dimension ≤ n and weight ≤ w(βM). So, there exists α * and a homeomorphism j :
If M is metrizable, the proof is simpler. Indeed, in this case P = f − (M) is a space of dimension ≤ n and the restriction f |P is a perfect map. So, by Pasynkov's factorization theorem [16] , there exists a metrizable space X and maps h :
Then g is a perfect map because so is f |P, and according to the above arguments, g is n-invertible. 
We also need the following property of metrizable LC n -spaces.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose both M and P are metrizable LC n -spaces with M ⊂ P being closed. Then there exists an open set U ⊂ P containing M with the following property: If Z is a metrizable space with dim Z ≤ n and h : Z → U is a map, there exists a map h : Z → M such that h and h are homotopic in P.
Proof. Let p : Y P → P be a perfect (n + )-invertible surjection such that Y P is a metrizable space of dimension ≤ n + , and q : 
It is easily seen that the maps h and h are β-near. So, h and h are homotopic in W, and hence in P. Consequently, any map g :
Since g is homotopic in U to a constant map, we obtain that g is homotopic in U to a constant map. 
Proof. Implication 
The metric ρ can be extended to a complete metric d on P, see [1] . Property (**) implies that the single-element collection {M} is uniformly equi-WLC k for every k ≤ n, in the sense of (*). Indeed, to verify (*), take δ(ϵ/ ), where δ(ϵ) ≤ ϵ is as in (*). Next, let µ > and g : S k → M be a continuous map such that the diameter of
For any such a sequence we de ne Tel(U) = k∈N N(U k ∪ U k+ ). Here N(U k ∪ U k+ ) is the nerve of U k ∪ U k+ with U k and U k+ considered as disjoint sets. For any σ ∈ Tel(U) let s(σ) = max{s : σ ∈ N(Us ∪ U s+ )}.
We complete this section by a characterization of metrizable LC n -spaces similar to the characterization of metrizable ANR-spaces provided in [12] (see also [17 
where K is a subcomplex of Tel(U), extends to a map h : 
. Hence, for any two di erent points x, y ∈ σ k with k ≥ k we have g(x) ∈ W(Ux) and g(y) ∈ W(Uy) for some W(Ux), W(Uy) ∈ Wm. So, according to the de nition of W(U), f (x) ∈ Ux and f (y) ∈ Uy. Therefore,
To prove the other implication, embed M as a closed subset of a metrizable space Z with dim Z\M ≤ n + and follow the proof of implication (iii) ⇒ (i) from [12, Theorem 1.1] to obtain that M is a retract of a neighborhood W of M in Z (the only di erence is that in Fact 1.2 from [12] we take the cover V of W \M to be of order ≤ n + , so the nerve N(V) is a complex of dimension ≤ n + ). Then by [13, 
-spaces
In this section we provide spectral characterizations of non-metrizable ALC n -compacta and cell-like compacta. Recall that a map f : X → Y between compact spaces is said to be soft [18] if for every compactum Z, its closed subset A ⊂ Z and maps h : A → X and g : Z → Y with f • h = g|A there exists a lifting g : Z → X of g extending h. and the cardinality of B is equal to τ. According to Shchepin's spectral theorem [18] , we can assume that B is the union of countable sets Bα, α ∈ A, such that Bα ⊂ B β for α < β, Bγ = {B γ(k) : k = , , ..} for any chain γ( ) < γ( ) < .. with γ = sup{γ(k) : k ≥ }, and each p and g are homotopic in V . We are going to show that g is homotopic to a constant map in the set U . This will be done if the inclusion j : V → U generates a trivial homomorphism j * : π k (V ) → π k (U ). To this end, we consider the following commutative diagram:
Theorem 3.1. A compactum X is ALC n if and only if X is the limit space of a σ-complete inverse system S
Since 
Every functionally open set U in X is Lindelöf, so there are countably many x i ∈ U such that {λ(x i , U) : i = , , ..} is a cover of U. We x such a countable cover γ(U) for any functionally open set U ⊂ X.
Let A ⊂ B and W , W , .., W k be elements of the standard open base B A for I A such that
. We say that a set A ⊂ B is admissible if the following holds:
Recall that for any functionally open set U in I B (resp., in X) there is a countable set s(U) ⊂ B such that Let y ∈ U, where U is open in X A . Take x ∈ X and W ∈ B A containing y such that W ∩ X A ⊂ U and q A (x) = y. Then x belongs to some Vx ∈ γ(q
Claim . For any set A ⊂ B there exists an admissible set C ⊂ B of cardinality |A|.ℵ containing A.

We construct by induction sets
A = A ⊂ A ⊂ ... ⊂ A k ⊂ A k+ ⊂ .. of cardinality |A|.ℵ such that: • s(V) ⊂ A k+ for all V ∈ γ(q − A k (W) ∩ X) and all W ∈ B A k . • s(V) ⊂ A k+ for all V ∈ γ([W ,− A (W ) ∩ X). Since s(Vx) ⊂ A (recall that A is admissible), p − A (p A (Vx)) = Vx. So, V = p A (Vx) is a functionally open in X A neighborhood of y, which is contained in U.
Take any open extension U ⊂ I
A of U, and nitely many W , ..,
We are going to show that all homomorphisms 
This completes the proof of Claim 2. 
Claim . Let A ⊂ A be admissible subsets of B. Then each ber of p
A A : X A → X A is UV n . Let x ∈ X A and U ⊂ I A be an open set containing F = (p A A ) − (x). Take W ∈ B A with x ∈ W and (p A A ) − (W ∩ X A ) ⊂ U. So, (q A A ) − (W ) ∩ X A ⊂ U. Next, choose W , .., W k ∈ B A such that (q A A ) − (W ) ∩ X A ⊂ i=k i= W i ⊂ U. Obviously, W = (q(V) → π k (U), k ≤ n. Hence, F is UV n .
Claim . The union of any increasing sequence of admissible subsets of B is also admissible.
This claim follows directly from the de nition of admissible sets. Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. According to Claim 1 and Claim 4, the set B is covered by a family S of countable sets such that S is stable with respect to taking unions of increasing countable subfamilies. Then, by Claim 2, each X A , A ∈ S, is a metrizable ALC n -compactum . Hence, Theorem 2.6 yields that all spaces X A , A ∈ S, are LC n . Moreover, the projections p A A are UV n -maps for any A , A ∈ S with A ⊂ A . Because the set B is admissible, it follows from Claim 3 that the limit projections p A : X → X A , A ∈ S, are also UV n -maps. Therefore, X is limit space of the σ-complete inverse system {X A , p and UV n -bounding maps. Then by Theorem 3.1, X is ALC n (observe that the proof of the "if" part of Theorem 3.1 does not need the assumption that all limit projections are UV n -maps).
Theorem 3.1 shows that the class of ALC n -compacta is adequate to the class of UV n -maps. Next theorem provides another classes of compacta adequate to cell-like and UV n -maps.
Theorem 3.3.
A compactum X is a cell-like (resp., UV n ) space if and only if X is the limit space of a σ-complete inverse system consisting of cell-like (resp., UV n ) metrizable compacta.
Proof. Suppose X is a cell-like compactum. Then X has a shape of a point, so we can apply Corollary 8.4.8 from [3] stating that if φ is a shape isomorphism between the limit spaces of two σ-complete inverse systems {Xα , p β α , α ∈ A} and {Yα , q β α , α ∈ A} of metrizable compacta, then the set of those α ∈ A for which there exist shape isomorphisms φα : Xα → Yα satisfying Sh(qα) • φ = φα • Sh(pα) is co nal and closed in A. So, according to this corollary, X is the limit space of a σ-complete inverse system consisting of metrizable celllike compacta. In case X is an UV n -compactum, it has an n-shape of a point (this notion was introduced by
Chigogidze in [4] ), and the above arguments apply. Suppose now that X is the limit space of a σ-complete inverse system {Xα , p . Similarly, we can show that any limit space of a σ-complete inverse system of metrizable UV n -compacta is also an UV n -compactum.
